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Virtual reality technologies are broadly used in medicine, including medical educational
tasks like surgery training. Annotations are an inseparable part of many medical research
and educational tasks. In this systematic review, we investigate the potential of VR for
medical tasks with focus on annotation. The questions we pursue are as follows. (Q1) For
which healthcare-associated tasks do we find VR-associated investigations and which
involve a crowd worker-based annotation? (Q2) To what extent are there gender-specific
differences in the usage of VR? To address these questions, we formulated a keyword list
and inclusion/exclusion criteria for the collection of recent scientific articles according to the
PRISMA Statement 2020. We queried the Medline database and included 59 free full
articles available in English and published from 2017 upward. We inspected the abstracts
of the retained articles and organized them into 6 categories that referred to VR in the
medical context. We identified categories of medicine-related tasks, for which VR is used,
and one category associated to cybersickness. We traced technologies used with a higher
priority for some tasks, and we found that gender-related investigations are more
widespread for some categories than for others. The main findings of our investigation
on the role of VR for medical annotation tasks are as follows: VR was used widely for tasks
associated with medicine, including medical research and healthcare, but the use of VR for
annotation purposes in that context was very limited. Many of the relevant studies
concerned VR in education, where annotations may refer to labeling or other
enhancements of materials or may refer to exercises. The investigation of gender-
related aspects was typically found in studies that encompassed the usage of VR on
patients and controls, or on healthy participants in order to assess the potential and
limitations of VR for specific tasks/medical assessments or treatments. To fully exploit the
VR potential for tasks of medical annotation, especially for the creation of ground truth
datasets and similar resources, more research is needed, especially on the interplay of
annotator demographics and accessibility to VR technologies.

Keywords: immersive virtual reality (VR), medical annotation, eye movement monitoring, wearable sensors, eye-
tracking, head-mounted display (HMD), crowdsourcing, gender-specific differences

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) technologies are widely used in applications associated to medicine. Next to
tasks associated with the analysis and visualization of medical data (as, e.g., in Azkue, 2013; Legetth
et al., 2021), and to studies using VR to acquire insights on human behavior (see, e.g., Lier et al., 2018;
Matsuda et al., 2021), medical education broadly exploits the potential of VR, for example, for
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surgery training (Chheang et al., 2019). COVID-19 forced
universities to consider virtual and online solutions for
teaching, whereby online solutions for medical courses,
especially those demanding haptics (e.g., anatomy and
surgery), place a large challenge. Moro et al. (2021) have
shown that student performance is not significantly lower
when using VR—a very encouraging finding on the potential
of VR for medical education.

Crowdsourcing is increasingly used in medicine and
healthcare applications. Wazny (2018) identified 8 areas where
crowdsourcing has been used, including diagnosis (e.g., by
scoring tumor markers), surveillance (e.g., by getting
information on mosquitoes’ locations from citizens), and
prediction (e.g., by acquiring filled questionnaires and
assessing the likelihood of a disease from them). Tucker et al.
(2019) stressed the aspect of collective intelligence in
crowdsourcing and observed it as a means of acquiring shared
solutions in an open space. Wang et al. (2020) performed a
systematic review “to summarize quantitative evidence on
crowdsourcing to improve health,” and collected evidence
from several application fields, including works on the
evaluation of surgical skills and studies on the particular task
of “inform[ing] artificial intelligence projects, most often related
to the annotation of medical data.” In this systematic review, we
focus on medical annotation and investigate the potential of VR
for this task.

Annotations are an inseparable part of many medical
research works and educational tasks. The annotation of
medical content for the acquisition of ground truth datasets
is widespread, whereby the term “ground truth” includes the
assignment of class labels to instances, but goes well beyond it.
For example, Peitek et al. (2018) reported on synchronizing
EyeTracker recordings with fMRI, while Joshi et al. (2018)
recruited “12 observers [who] independently annotated
emotional episodes regarding their temporal location and
duration.” Annotation tasks appear in some of the studies
in the area “Diagnosis” of Wazny (2018), but medical
annotations are also used beyond diagnosis, for example,
for data curation and for the evaluation of medical skills in
education programs.

Some of these medical annotation tasks naturally lend
themselves to the usage of VR technologies. Huaulmé et al.
(2019) elaborated on the potential of VR for the annotation of
surgical activities. Moro et al. (2021) stated that “Upon review
of the literature . . . anatomy.” However, is it appropriate to
assume that VR technologies, such as those listed by Azkue,
(2013) for the visualization and annotation in anatomy
learning, are available at the desks of crowdworkers? An
indirect answer is provided by Johnson et al. (2021), who
pointed out that “in other disciplines, data collection tool . . . ”
and highlighted “the ability . . . studies online.” However, the
potential of VR for medical annotation tasks performed by
crowdworkers has not been investigated yet. In our study, we
investigate the following research question:

[Q1:] For which healthcare-associated tasks do we find VR-
associated investigations and which involve crowdworker-based
annotations?

Since studies on the demographics in crowdsourcing indicate a
large proportion of female crowdworkers [(Ross et al., 2010)] (f: 55%,
m: 45%), [(Sun et al., 2022)] (“young, well-educated, and
predominantly female”), we want to win insights on whether this
gender imbalance could lead to higher opportunities or risks in
deploying VR for medical tasks. This could be the case, as an
example, for VR technologies where female users report
cybersickness more frequently than male users. We therefore also
investigate the role of gender in VR for medical annotation tasks,
leading to the following research question:

[Q2:] To what extent are there gender-specific differences in
the usage of VR?

2 METHODS

This systematic review is based on the updated PRISMA
statement by Page et al. (2021a), with respect to the
specification of information sources, search strategy, eligibility
criteria, selection and data collection process, synthesis, and
analysis thereof.

2.1 Information Sources and Search
Strategy
As data sources, we queried the Medline database (PubMed)
on October 10, 2021. We used keywords and combinations of
keywords related to “crowdsourcing,” “gender differences,”
“virtual reality,” and “medical annotation.” The specific
search criteria can be found in Supplementary Materials.
In addition to the full search strategy, we used “general
browsing” as in the PRISMA extension for searching as
described by Rethlefsen et al. (2021). Both the full search
strategy of PubMed and our results of general browsing can
be found in Supplementary Materials.

2.2 Eligibility Criteria
We included only free full-text articles available in English and
those published from 2017 upward. Furthermore, we directly
included articles related to the medical area (task XOR study
participants) and with a focus on technologies such as HMD,
eye trackers, or physiological sensors. We excluded systematic
reviews, meta-analyses, and surveys; articles on Deep
Learning, crowdfunding, and augmented reality; articles
reporting on frameworks; and articles on reading medical
documents.

2.3 Selection and Data Collection Process
According to the explanation of Page et al. (2021b) in “Box 3:
Study selection methods,” we used “Assessment of each record by
one reviewer” in the first steps and “Assessment of records by
more than one reviewer” for the remaining articles. Both authors
of this systematic review worked independently. Furthermore, we
did not use any automation tools for removing duplicates or
screening articles (Abstract and Title). We created the PRISMA
2020 flow diagram for new systematic reviews which included
searches of databases, registers, and other sources (Figure 1) with
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the software by Neal R Haddaway (2020), last accessed on
October 10th, 2021.

2.4 Synthesis for Q1
We inspected the abstracts of the retained articles and organized
them into categories that referred to VR in the medical context.
Then, we processed the articles within each category and across
the categories as follows:

2.4.1 Description of Each Category With a Set of
Keyterms
We invoked functions of the R text mining package “tm” by R
Core Team (2021) to remove numbers, stopwords, extra
spaces, and words like “Figure” and “Table.” Over the
sanitized abstracts with the TermDocumentMatrix()
function to derive a document matrix that contains the
frequency of each word (row) inside each document
(column), we invoked the function wordcloud() with
arguments min.freq = 1 (lower boundary on frequency:
words with the lower frequency are not plotted) and
max.words = 50 (upper boundary on the number of
words to be plotted) to plot a wordcloud for the category.
As “keyterms” of each category, we chose the top-5 words.

2.4.2 Identification of Within-Category Words
Associated With Selected Keyterms
For a small selection of keyterms, we invoked the function
findAssoc() of the “tm” package of R by Feinerer et al. (2008)
to acquire words that are correlated with the keyterm inside each
category. The selected keyterms were the top-1 for each category; if
more than one keyterms shared the top-1 position, we considered all
of them. The output was a table with one row per keyterm, one
column per category, and a list of words within each cell; these words

were correlated to the keyterm, subject to the argument corlimit
= 0.8 (lower boundary on the correlation coefficient).

2.4.3 Identification of Technologies
Within each category, we inspected the whole articles and
identified all used technologies. We ignored the individual
product specifications (e.g., specific cameras or head-mount
devices). We summarized components and auxiliary devices
into generic terms (e.g., “sensor”). We summarized several
technologies that were used in one or two articles only into
“Other.”

2.5 Synthesis for Q2
We used the categories identified under Q1 and refined them on
gender awareness as follows:

2.5.1 Identification of Gender-Related Expressions
We inspected the abstracts and identified termini associated to
gender. These terms were “gender” and “sex,” “female” and
“male” (also in plural form), “women” and “men.”

2.5.2MarkingGender Awareness andGender-Specific
Differences
We inspected all articles that contained any of the
aforementioned termini and determined whether the
reported study contained a gender-related investigation. If
yes, we set the gender-awareness flag to Yes. For studies
thus flagged, we checked whether the study identified
gender-specific differences in the reported outcomes,
whereupon we set the gender-specific-differences-found flag
to Yes. For studies that contained more than one
investigation, we set the flag to Yes, if there was at least one
investigation that satisfied the two criteria.

FIGURE 1 | PRISMA flow diagram.
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2.5.3 Identification of Within-Category Words
Associated With Gender-Related Keyterms
We extended the table built under Q1—task 3 by adding the
keyterms “gender,” “female,” “male” and invoking findAssoc()
with corlimit = 0.8. We further marked all gender-associated
words in the table in orange for better readability.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Study Selection
As shown in Figure 1, we identified 159 records from theMedline
database. After removing duplicates (127 records) and screening
the remained records (Abstract and Title), we excluded records as
described previously. After that, 54 records remained. Additional
to the 159 identified records via the Medline database, we
identified 5 other potentially records via “General browsing”
as described in “Methods.” All in all, this systematic review
comprises 59 studies.

3.2 Risk of Bias in Studies
Not applicable. According to Marshall et al. (2017), the risk of
bias refers to participant recruitment in the individual studies.
The recruitment process in these studies is not of relevance for
our investigation because we do not aggregate the results at the
participant level.

3.3 Results of Synthesis
The manual inspection of the abstracts led to the following 6
categories:

• Category 1: educational tasks for med students and task
improvements (28 studies).

• Category 2: motion and tactile tasks for patients (6 studies).
• Category 3: recognition and navigation tasks for patients (6
studies).

• Category 4: recognition tasks for healthy participants (4
studies).

• Category 5: investigations concerning sickness during the
interaction with the VR environment (includes simulation
sickness and motion sickness) (4 studies).

• Category 6: medical annotation for crowdsourcing (11
studies).

We report on the VR-associated topics characterizing each
category, that is, the technologies used inside each category and
across categories (cf. Q1). Then, we describe to what extent
gender was considered within each category and in the context
of each technology, and we elaborate on the cases where gender-
related differences were found (cf. Q2).

3.3.1 Results for Q1: VR-Related Categories for
Healthcare Tasks
The keyterms of each category were extracted from the category-
specific wordclouds of the 6 categories (cf. Synthesis method 1 for
Q1), which we depict in Figure 2. The colors serve to distinguish

among words of different frequences; the choice of colors itself
has no semantics.

The top-5 words of each wordcloud are the “keyterms” of the
corresponding category. These words, together with the number
of appearances of each one, are shown in Table 1. We also show
the top-6th word, to highlight the fact that the frequency of words
decreases slowly, and also the fact that the likelihood of seeing the
same top word in more than one category decreases as we move
down the list. The top-1 word of each category appears in
boldface. One category (C5) has two top-1 words of equal
frequency.

As can be seen from the keyterms in Table 1, category C1
refers to training tasks (1st keyterm), performed with virtual
technologies (3rd keyterm), whereupon simulator technologies
(2nd keyterm), and other forms of simulation were used.
Category C2 also refers to virtual technologies (1st keyterm),
but here, the emphasis is not on training but rather on study and
test conductment (3rd and 4th keyterms) for healthy individuals
(5th keyterm), whereby anxiety (2nd keyterm) is a central aspect;
indeed, the 6th most frequent word indicates that the studies in
this category are of clinical nature. Categories C3 and C4 are close
to each other, both referring to learning and to spatial tasks in
studies, whereby C3 refers to recognition tasks and C4 to tasks
associated with remembering (cf.memory as keyterm). C5 and C6
are categories on more specialized tasks: C5 is on studies about
sickness when performing motoric tasks with VR technologies,
prominently with head-mount devices (cf. hmdvr as keyterm). C6
is on annotation tasks (cf. also questions) associated to
crowdsourcing, involving images and other forms of data.

Table 2 depicts the concrete healthcare tasks, medical objectives,
and technologies that appear inside each category in association with
the top-1 keyterm (s) of all categories (cf. Synthesis method 2. for
Q1). Note that gender-related words are marked in orange; these are
discussed under Results for Q2 later on.

In Table 2, an empty cell indicates that there were no
frequent words associated with this keyterm inside the
category. Hence, some keyterms are peculiar to one
category only, as is the case for sickness and category C5,
while other keyterms (like training) are used in multiple
categories, however for different purposes. For example,
training is associated with VR for rehabilitation and
physiotherapy within C2, and with education and with
annotations (cf. turkers, identification) within C6; virtual is
associated with avatars and decision-making within C1, and
with displays, headsets, and sensors within the cybersickness
studies’ category C5. Keyterm motor is associated with
simulations within C1, with HMD VR, screens, and other
devices within C5, and with (body) coordination tasks in
cases of degenerative diseases within C2.

Table 2 also shows some ambiguous keyterm–word
associations inside the categories. For example, learning and
training appear within C5—possibly in the context of
instructions for educational experiments or exercises. Keyterm
annotation appears also within C1—possibly in the context of
educational tasks. The absence of words associated with training
within C1 is also remarkable despite the fact that training is the
most frequent word in C1; an explanation is that training is
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associated with many words within C1, but with none of them
frequently enough.

Despite these ambiguities, the automatically identified
keyterms and the keyterm–word associations highlight the
differences and the overlaps among the categories, agreeing
and refining the original manual characterization:

C1: category on VR for educational tasks in healthcare,
involving training with the help of simulators and avatars,
and also encompassing annotation tasks.

C2: category of VR usage for patients, including patient training
and rehabilitation, highlighting also patient anxiety as a key issue.
C3 and C4: partially overlapping categories concerning spatial
tasks with VR for patients, whereby C3 covers recognition
tasks, while C4 covers memory-related tasks.
C5: clear-cut category devoted to the study of cybersickness in
VR tasks.
C6: category associated with medical annotation tasks in the
context of crowdworking and in the context of education/
training with VR.

FIGURE 2 | Wordclouds for 6 categories: words are ordered on the frequency of appearance in the abstracts of the category; more frequent words appear in a
larger font.

TABLE 1 | Top-5 + 1 words inside the wordcloud of each category; top-5 words serve as “keyterms” to describe the category.

Position C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq.

1 training 76 virtual 13 learning 20 spatial 15 Sickness 12 annotation 21
2 simulator 52 anxiety 12 participants 16 tasks 9 Motor 12 questions 17
3 virtual 44 study 11 spatial 12 learning 8 Hmdvr 11 crowdsourcing 16
4 task 43 test 11 recognition 10 memory 8 Skill 10 images 15
5 simulation 40 healthy 11 study 10 differences 7 cybersickness 10 data 12
6 study 39 clinical 10 virtual 10 fornix 6 Motion 10 medical 10
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TABLE 2 | Associated terms for each category based on all abstracts for the most frequently used words; gender-specific words are marked in orange.

Top-1
Keyterm

Category

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

training — affecting, bartletts,
coordination, days,
degenerative,
demonstrating, disease,
disorder, extremities,
home, hospital,
kinematics, outpatient,
parkinsons,
physiotherapy,
rehabilitation, system,
telerehabilition, tasks,
study, group, clinical

autism, calibration,
clinical, computer,
distractors, emotion,
eye, feedback, glasses,
human labeling,
outperform, pupil,
screen, technologies,
tracker, wearable,
recognition, features,
settings

— learning, benefits,
cost-efficient,
development,
educate, explore,
instruction,
professionals, risks,
simulation, technology,
tool, performance

characteristic, cost,
education, glaucoma,
identification, power
point, turkers, video,
images, trials

virtual avatar, behavior,
decisionmaking,
economic,
genderbased, gendered,
gendertypical, illusion,
men, paradigms, swap,
traits, women

experience, behavioral,
devices, environment,
gendermatched,
interactive, recreate,
screen, therapeutic,
vrbased, display,
headmounted

associated,
experiment, design,
spatial

humans, rate, reality achieve, body, cyber
sickness, data,
displays, experiments,
females, gender
based, headset,
males, questionnaire,
sensor, rollercoaster

—

learning — — annotations, beneficial,
information, motivation,
pictorial, environments

anterior, comparison,
demonstrating,
flexible, fornix,
imaging, network

training, benefits,
instruction,
professionals,
simulation, risks,
technology, task

assist, demonstrate,
gold standard,
labeling, pathology,
compare

spatial correlation — benefits,
circumference,
environmental, experts,
females, genderbased,
gendered,
improvement, males,
mathematics,
navigational, strategies,
technology,
videogame, design

adults, memory, task,
young, gender,
environmental, men,
objects, strategies,
women, differences

— —

motor break, pattern,
improvements, patient,
simulates, environments,
trials, control

coordination,
degenerative, disease,
home, longterm,
outpatients, system,
tasks, group, clinical

— — age, computer,
dynamic, environment,
feedback, healthy,
hmdvr, screen, task
specific, skill, video,
experience

—

sickness — — — — motion, drivers,
automobile, female,
hmd, interact, male,
men, passengers, sex,
symptoms, tasks,
women, yoked control

—

annotation activities, automatic,
costly, meaningful,
mistakes, time
consuming, order

— — — — activity, agree, asba,
comparison,
correctness, crowd
working, designs,
difficult, electrodermal,
healthy, labour, record,
stress, sensor
measured, triplet,
visual
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3.3.2 Results for Q1: VR Technologies for Healthcare
Tasks
The 6 categories of healthcare tasks were found to differ on the
tasks investigated (training, learning, and cybersickness) and on the
study participants (healthy, patients, students, and annotators).
However, the used technologies are frequently mentioned only for
some of the categories (C1 and C5). A manual inspection of the
articles (cf. Synthesis method 3 for Q1) led to the identification of
the following technologies depicted in the first row of Table 3:
HMD (head-mounted devices), simulators, screens (also displays),
sensors of any kind, and other technologies. For each category, the
number of studies referring to a given technology is depicted in the
column “t_a,” where a study may refer to more than one
technology. The acronyms of the columns are explained in
Table 4; note that gender-related results are presented in the
next subsection.

For each category listed in Table 3, we marked in boldface the
technologymost often used: all studies in C1 use simulators. HMD is
the most intensively investigated technology in cybersickness
category C5, while the EyeTracker technology does not appear in
C5 at all. The educational purposes’ category C1 is the one where
most of the technologies are used. In contrast, the studies in
annotation category C6 concentrate on rudimentary technologies:
9 out of 11 studies only consider screens, and only two of the studies
consider sensors, one of them in addition to screens. This indicates a
large disparity in the exploitation of the VR-potential among the
categories of healthcare tasks, which translates into an unexploited
potential of VR for patient support (categories C2 and C3) and for
annotation purposes (category C6).

When studying the cross-category spread of technologies on
Table 3, we see that technologies HMD and EyeTracking are
considered in multiple categories, whereby HMD is the most
widespread one. Next to it come sensors. In contrast, simulators
are used mainly in C1, that is, for educational purposes.

Cybersickness category C5 focuses exclusively on HMD. This
implies that the awareness about side effects and risks of other
technologies, for example, EyeTrackers and sensors (especially in
wearables), should be increased so that these technologies can be
fully and safely exploited.

Q2: To what extent are there gender-specific differences in
the usage of VR? We presented in Table 3 in detail whether
gender-specific differences were investigated. In the following, we
give a rough overview, summarized per study, technology, and
category. In contrast to Table 3, where multiple technologies
could be used per study and thus gender-specific differences were
counted multiple times, in the following, only g_inv individual
per study is counted.

Investigation of gender differences among categories:When
juxtaposing categories to each other, we see that investigation of
gender differences is done frequently for some categories (C4 and
C5: all studies included an investigation), while for C6, such an
investigation was an exception (1 out of 11). For categories C1,
C2, and C3, no more than half of the studies contained such an
investigation. When investigations were done, the results on the
importance of gender varied.

Under C1:Only 11 out of the 28 studies investigated gender
aspects. The investigations concerned almost all studied
technologies, namely, HMD, Eye Tracking, Simulator, and
Screen usage. For Simulator usage, 3 out of the 6
investigations found gender differences; for the other three
technologies, each investigation did find some gender
difference.

Under C2, C3, and C4: These studies concern VR for
patients, although some involve only healthy participants.
The role of gender was investigated in most of them: in 5
of the 6 C2 studies, in 4 out of the 6 C3 studies, and all of the 4
C4 studies. While gender-related differences were found only
in one C2 study and one C3 study, all of the C4 studies
identified gender-related differences. This indicates that the
existence of differences associated to gender is due rather to
the medical task being investigated rather than to the
technology used.

Under C5: All of the four studies in the cybersickness category
investigated gender-related aspects, and two of them found
gender-related differences. It is not possible to generalize from
this small number, but the presence of gender-related aspects in
the other categories indicate that more investigations are needed

TABLE 4 | Used abbreviations and descriptions.

Abbreviation Description

t_a Counted technologies per category. Several technologies may
have been used per study—these were counted individually

g_inv Counted studies that investigated gender-specific differences
g_fnd Counted studies that found gender-specific differences

TABLE 3 | Results of synthesis—summary of used technologies and gender differences; * Note: some studies cover more than one technology.

Cat. HMD Eye tracking Simulator Screen Sensor Other Sum *

t_a g_inv g_fnd t_a g_inv g_fnd t_a g_inv g_fnd t_a g_inv g_fnd t_a g_inv g_fnd t_a g_inv g_fnd

C1 7 4 4 2 1 1 18 6 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 18
C2 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 6
C3 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 6
C4 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 4
C5 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
C6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 11

Total 17 12 7 6 4 3 19 6 3 19 7 3 5 1 0 7 4 1
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here since the technology may play a gender-dependent negative
role on the participant’s experience with VR.

Under C6: Only one of the 11 studies investigated the role of
gender, and this one found no differences. Since the VR
technologies considered in this category are rather
rudimentary (cf. Results on Q1), we can expect that gender-
related investigations will become relevant once more when
advanced VR technologies, like HMD and EyeTracking, are
used for the annotation tasks.

The presence but not prominence of gender-related
investigation in most of the 6 categories is also reflected in the
associations depicted on Table 5. As explained under “Results for
Q1,” Table 5 lists the words appearing frequently together with
the keyterms of each category (1st column), subject to a corrlimit
of 0.8. We see (in orange color) that words like “female,” “male,”
and “gender” (possibly followed by a word suffix like “typical” or
“based”) appear frequently together with the keyterm of each
category in all categories but C6. Independently of the category,
these words appear most often with the keyterms “virtual” (in
three categories) and “spatial” (in two categories) but are fairly
rare. This agrees with the results on the technologies’ Table 3,
where gender-related aspects were investigated often for some
categories (like C4: all studies) and rarely for others (like C6: 1 out
of 11), summing up in only 26 out of 59 studies with gender-
related aspects.

To identify the aspects associated with gender in the studies
inside each of the 6 categories, we have used the words “gender,”
“female,” and “male” as keyterms and extracted from the
wordcloud of each category the words frequently associated
with these keyterms (corrlimit = 0.8). We depicted these
words in Table 5: Under cybersickness category C5, these
keyterms are indeed associated with sickness, motion, and
HMD in experiments. Under categories C3 and C4, we find
words describing the specific tasks performed by the study
participants. The same holds for annotation category C6,
where the keyterms are associated with surgical tasks and with
pictures (to be annotated). Under categories C2 and C1, keyterms
do not appear frequently and are associated with words like “age”
(in C2) and with generic words like “quality” and “influence.” In

Table 6, we depict the articles where gender-related differences
were found; as expected, gender was used often as the subject of
investigation (studying, e.g., whether women perform better than
men in some task), as an explaining variable (e.g., women scored
higher/lower in questionnaires associated to emotion, interest,
etc.), and less frequently as a confounder. Since this covers only 26
out of the 59 studies, there is much space for further
investigations on the role of gender in VR studies.

In Table 6, we focused on gender-specific differences within
each category. For category C1, 10 studies investigated the role
of gender, sometimes with several tasks. Four studies found no
gender-specific differences. Women performed better on three
tasks and men on two tasks. No gender-specific differences were
found in whole category C2, where four studies were
represented, and in category C6. In contrast to category C3,
where in the three studies investigated, it was very mixed. In
category C4, 2 out of 4 studies found better performance among
women. In one study, men performed better, and in another
study, it was unclear. Furthermore, category C5 includes four
studies. Two out of four studies found no differences. In one
study, women performed better, and in another study, there was
a bias.

4 DISCUSSION

The main findings of our investigation on the role of VR for
medical annotation tasks are as follows. VR was used widely for
tasks associated with medicine, including medical research and
healthcare, but the use of VR for annotation purposes in that
context was very limited. Many of the relevant studies concerned
VR in education, where annotations may refer to labeling or other
enhancements of materials or may refer to exercises. While
studies with VR for educational purposes exploited a wide
variety of technologies for core educational tasks, the
technologies used for annotation purposes were much more
limited—mainly conventional screens and sensors.

VR technologies were used in further types of studies; some
of them include studies on healthy participants and patients:

TABLE 5 | Associated terms for each category based on all abstracts for gender; gender-specific words are marked in orange.

Terms Category

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

female male,
despite,
errors,
spongy,
quality

— activation, agents,
difference, emotional,
interesting, simulated, tool,
male, gender, successful

male, amplitude, brains, eye
movement, females based,
genders, picture, saccade,
tracking

hmd, male, interact,
men, sex, symptoms,
tasks, women, motion,
sickness

age, control, differences,
gender, history, male,
picture, sexism, surgical,
women, patient, men

male female,
errors,
quality,
spongy

— activation, debated,
emotional, female,
personality, simulated,
tool, gender, successful

female, brains, culture, eye
movement, gaze,
movement, picture, saccade

female , hmd, reports,
sex, tasks, women,
motion, sickness

adult, age, control, female,
gender, physician,
sexism, simulated,
surgical, women

gender influence age, care,
characteristics, explore,
modulate, questions, vr
related

disorder, conditioning,
difference, emotional,
female, personality, skin,
stimulus, male

spatial, tasks,
environmental, men,
organisms, strategies,
women

experiment, individual age, care, control, female,
physician, platforms,
sexism, surgical, women,
patient, men
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some of these studies were on tasks of cognition and
orientation, whereupon VR technologies were tailored to
the task being investigated. Finally, the effects of VR devices
constituted a separate category of studies, mainly associated
with cybersickness and concerning specific devices like HMD.

The investigation of gender-related aspects was typically
found in studies that encompassed the usage of VR on patients
and controls, or on healthy participants, in order to assess the
potential and limitations of VR for specific tasks/medical
assessments or treatments. Therefore, the findings on
gender-specific differences were most likely to depend on
concrete medical research questions. Studies on VR for

educational purposes often addressed the role of gender.
Some studies on cybersickness, especially those on HMD,
did address the role of gender, though with inconclusive
results. Studies on VR for annotations very rarely addressed
gender aspects.

4.1 Discussion on Q1—VR for Medical
Annotation Tasks
The studies in our collection exhibited much diversity with
respect to VR technologies. head-mounted displays (HMD)
were the dominant technology, appearing in studies of 4 out

TABLE 6 |Gender-specific differences within each category for the 26 (out of the 59) studies that investigated the role of gender. Legend: ↑(f), resp. ↑(m) for ‘higher’ quantity
(e.g., performance) or ‘higher’ likelihood (of observing an event) by female, resp. male;—for “no difference”; empty space if differences unclear.

Category Study Gender-specific differences Comments (quotation)

C1 Chiu et al. (2020) ↑(f) for task 1—for task 2 “no difference in suture quality by gender; female medical students
performed faster and had fewer errors in the suture sponge
exercise”

Oussi et al. (2018) “gender-specific differences between Pl of the PEG-transfer group
and the MIST-VR scores since correlations were only found in the
female group”

Oussi et al. (2021) “significant association between the visuospatial ability and the
scores in women during the first MIST trial. In men, we found no
associations regarding these parameters”

Aljohaney (2019) ↑(m) for task 1—for task 2
van Deursen et al. (2021)
Madden et al. (2020) ↑(m) “men performed better in the VR condition”
Bolt et al. (2021) “regardless of their biological sex, participants made more selfish

choices in the interpersonal discounting task when they embodied a
different-gender avatar (i.e., female participants in a male avatar or
vice versa)”

Chiang, (2021) ↑(f) “female students presented more favorable performances in both
empathy and actual behaviors”

Kim and Lee, (2021) mostly ↑(f) “male participants showed more interest than the female
participants in the media screen”, “female participants tend to be
more interested in façade, floor, and prop in Stimulus 1”, “female
participants showed more emotional arousal”

Walbron et al. (2020) —

C2 Lier et al. (2018) —

Alagha et al. (2017)
Cikajlo et al. (2021)
Concannon et al. (2020)

C3 Reichenberger et al.
(2019)

“women reported higher fear compared to men; HSA women
maintained a larger distance tomale compared to female agents. No
such differences were found for HSA men”

de Castell et al. (2019) ↑(m) “males were faster than females”, “males spent a significantly higher
proportion of time searching in the correct platform”Nag et al. (2020) bias !

C4 Hodgetts et al. (2020) “significant relationship between fornix MD and b was
maintained when controlling for participant gender”

“men outperformed woman on Egocentric and Allocentric tests, as
well as on visual and spatial abilities such as visuospatial span and
working memory”Fernandez-Baizan et al.

(2019)
↑(m)

Yin et al. (2019) ↑(f) on time spent on biophilic elements
Sargezeh et al. (2019) ↑(f) on explorative gaze behavior

C5 Stanney et al. (2020) ↑(f) for likelihood of cybersickness “exposure time for female drivers was significantly less than for male
drivers”Curry et al. (2020) bias !

Grassini et al. (2020)
Juliano and Liew (2020)

C6 Solnick et al. (2020) —
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of the 5 categories of VR tasks we introduced. However, most
studies in all 5 categories also employed further VR technologies,
tailored to the task investigated in each article. The VR
technologies used for medical annotations were very simple
though.

A possible explanation for the limited exploitation of VR for
medical annotations might be found in the increasing spread of
crowdsourcing for annotation tasks in diagnostics, education, and
surveillance, as reflected in the systematic reviews of Wazny
(2018), Tucker et al. (2019), and Wang et al. (2020). Some of
the studies cited by them involved games, but these games do not
seem to have been technology-demanding. Wazny (2018)
indicated that the participants in some of the studies owned
smartphones and thus had access to mHealth apps. This indicates
that crowdworking is currently perceived as an assignment of
tasks to workers who own rather rudimentary technologies, while
VR demands elaborate hardware.

A further possible explanation for the limited role of VR for
medical annotations by crowdworkers can be found in the study
of Kourtesis et al. (2019), who reported on the importance of
“technological competence.” Kourtesis et al. (2019) investigated
the usage of VR as a means of assisting in interventions and of
acquiring assessments in neuroscience. Albeit their goals were
different from ours, and albeit the studies they collected are closer
to those in our categories C2, C3, and C4 but not to C1, we believe
that their conclusion on the importance of an ergonomic
interaction also applies to C1 on annotation tasks. They
stressed that “the VR software should include an ergonomic
interaction and navigation system, as well as tutorials, in-game
instructions, and prompts.” While tutorials are widespread in
crowdworking, the design of games and the focus on ergonomic
interaction demand investment—both on the side of the
crowdworkers and on the side of the crowdworking task
providers. It seems that for medical annotation tasks, we need
to separate between annotators that are crowdworkers and those
that have access to all the facilities of the medical site. The
suggestions of Kourtesis et al. (2019) may be implemented for
the latter. For the former, it must be investigated whether there is
willingness to perform such investments. Taking the
crowdworkers’ profiles reported in the study Vanhove et al.
(2021) into account, it seems that the cost of VR might be a
barrier at the crowdworkers’ side.

Nonetheless, we can expect that the accessibility to higher-end
technologies may increase, also as part of the health measures
taken against COVID-19. Next to medical education conducted
online (see, e.g., Nimavat et al., 2021), VR technologies are being
used for group discussions on diagnostics (Kim et al., 2020); even
studies conducted online with the use of VR have become reality
(Mottelson et al., 2021). Hence, it can be expected that medical
annotation tasks will capitalize more on VR technologies, as these
become more broadly available. Future investigations should also
take costs and accessibility to VR-related infrastructure since VR
may demand hardware and software [Azkue (2013); Kpokiri et al.
(2021)] that is not available off the shelf to crowdworkers.
Crowdworker demographics should also be considered, since
not all technologies are equally available (including
“inexpensive enough”) in all countries.

4.2 Discussion on Q2—Gender-Specific
Differences
Gender-related aspects were investigated in all categories of
articles in our collection, although the portion of studies with
such investigations varied substantially among technologies.
Many studies involving head-mounted devices contained
investigations on the role of gender; gender-specific differences
were often identified. As with many other studies on the role of
gender in VR or immersive reality, cf (Czerwinski et al., 2002;
Ausburn et al., 2009; Dirin et al., 2019; Grassini and Laumann,
2020), there is no clear conclusion on whether there are gender-
dependent differences or not. As in the early work of Czerwinski
et al. (2002), some studies in our collection found that female
participants behaved differently or, for the educational category
C1, performed differently than male participants. This indicates
that gender-specific differences might be task-dependent.

For medical annotation tasks involving VR, the investigation
of gender-related aspects was limited to one single study. When
we observe medical annotation tasks from the perspective of
crowdsourcing, we do identify studies related to the role of
gender, including insights on gender distribution among the
crowdworkers themselves, cf (Ross et al., 2010) and (Sun et al.,
2022). As VR technologies become more accessible and start
being used online Mottelson et al. (2021), we expect that their
potential for VR-based crowdsourcing will increase and the need
for gender-aware usage of VR components will become
paramount.

Since the accessibility to VR equipment in home offices may
depend on many demographic factors, it may be worth
distinguishing between the role of gender in VR-based
annotation tasks conducted in labs and the role of
crowdworker genders for VR-based crowdsourcing tasks.
The surveys of Tucker et al. (2019) and Sun et al. (2022)
point to concrete profiles of crowdworkers, going beyond
gender and including family state, role within family,
employment, education, and age distribution. These aspects
may affect the affinity to VR and the willingness to invest on
VR at a home–office; hence, they should be included, next to
gender, in investigations toward VR for medical
annotation tasks.

4.3 Limitations
One limitation of our systematic review is the rather small and
heterogeneous set of collected articles. This is due to our focus on
VR for medical tasks with an emphasis on annotation: while there
are studies on annotation as part of medical education tasks and
studies on learning, the mainstream of VR seems to be still on
other usages, including games. Our work shows that there is
potential in this domain, but there are also risks associated to
gender bias.

We built our set of articles by issuing queries to the Medline
database. Other literature collections, for example, Google
scholar1, would have delivered additional hits, as indicated
by the literature cited in the Introduction. However, we wanted

1https://scholar.google.com/.
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to concentrate on reports about the impact of VR on human
participants of studies rather than technological advances and
software validation of VR components, and we expected that
studies on VR-exposure to humans are most likely to be
registered with Medline, even if they also appear in other
collections. A comparative study between the topical areas of
articles in Medline and articles indexed by Google scholar,
ACM, IEEE Digital Library, DBLP, etc., is needed in order to
figure out whether studies associated with VR exposure are
mostly indexed in Medline or not. Notwithstanding the need
for such a study, the coverage of the subject in Medline seems
rather limited. This implies that medical researchers and
practitioners may need more time to “discover” cutting
edge VR technologies of relevance to them—keeping also in
mind that the terminology in engineering journals is rather
different than in medicine-oriented journals.

Furthermore, we excluded publications that appeared earlier
than 2017. Since VR is a very dynamic domain, we decided to
concentrate on the most recent technologies. However, it is
possible that we missed insights on older technologies that are
still in use. Despite these limitations, our systematic review
delivered a first insight on the as-yet-limited role of VR
technologies for annotation tasks. To capitalize on the VR
potential for annotations in the lab by crowdworkers, it is
important to consider technology accessibility (including
technology costs) in dependence of annotator demographics.
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